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& 1.3%,935. speemee?ener were rates- 3 Patented July 15, 1919. 

Application med December 15, 1917. Serial no. 207,224. ’ 

Toallwhomitmay concern: , - ' g and all the‘ parts carried by it is kept 
Be it known that I, Amos CALLEBON, a. from moving beyond-a de?nite point on each 

citizen of the United States, residin at pick_ of the pawl (on account of the im- 1 
Brooklyn, in the county of Kings and tate petus received from the pawl) by‘ a stop n 

5 of New York, have inven certain new and which at the vend of the pawl’s working 60 
useful Improvements in Bottle-Feeding ‘stroke holds the latter against the ratchet 
Mechanisms, of which the following is a and so in the path of the tooth next back of 
speci?cation, ' . ‘ that it is engaging; this stop is the 0K 
This invention relates to means forv ad- turned end of a bolt 0 which by means of a 

10 vaneing articles, as bottles, step by ‘step, and handle 1; can be turned in bracket 1) so that 65 
it consists, ?rst, in a novel construction of the stop clears the pawl, thus to permit the 
rotary advancer 01' turret adapted to be rotary structure to be turned by hand With 
adjusted to suit different sizes of the articles the pawl at the end 'of its working stroke. 

- to be advanced, and, second, in a, novel means The centering body part of the turrent or 
15 for e?ecting step by step movements of the advancer is arlféinged 011 and secured to the 70 

advancer. ’ 1 ' _' ‘ head-block It thus: It is formed in two parts, 
In the drawings, - _ - - ‘ I the base or lower part q and the upper or an 

Feigure 1 is ‘a plan of the mechanism; nular part 1?. Part 9 1s a casting hollowed ' 
Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional view thereof; out at the linder side (as at g’) to (?t snugly 
Fig, 3 is 3,. 13,11 and Fig, 4 a vertical 390- over the head-block and havingca circumfer- 75 

of the rotary ‘ential outer rabbet. g2 at the top and a cir 
advan-cel- or turret; V \ cumferential outer ?ange g3 at the bottom.‘ 

. Fig, 5 159, plan and Fig. 6 a vertical see- Part 1-1_s arranged in the rabbet and projects 
tional view of) the head-block for the axial‘ so that 1t and the ?ange g3 form a circumfer- - 

25 shaft depending from said advancer or tur- ential groove 8. At equidistant points parts 80 
ret; g and 1' are secured in permanently ?xed re 

Fig. 7 is a horizontal sectional view in the , lation to eachother by screws t, which are 
lane of line 7 -—7 of Fig. 2 ;_ . _ tapped into head block h and penetrate spac 
Fig. 8 is a plan of the advancer or turret,’ mg sleeves 14 serving to space the parts 9 1- in 

30 the same being formed in two—’—upper and the annular hne of the screws a slight dis- 85 
'lower-—parts; ' . , v tance as indicated at u’ in Fig. 4; outwardly 

Figs. 9 and 10 are vertical sectional views of this spacing means, therefore, the parts 
of said parts; . ‘ f may be sprlmg together upon the a plica 

Fig. 11 is a side elevation of a fragment of tion of suitable pressure, wlth the e ect of 
35 said parts, showing the hinge-portion for a somewhat; reducing the "Wldth of groove 8. 90 

certain hinged spring-?nger; and ‘ Partsq and 1' ,further a?ord bearings for _ 
Figs. 12, 13 and 14 areside, plan and edge the ‘arbors 'v of a pan of intermeshmg pm 

views of said ?nger. ions w, the upper end of one arbor being 
To the frame a of a bottle ?lling and seal- exposed and formed square to receive a 

40 ing machine is secured in any suitable man- Wrench- ' > '_ r _ v ' - ner a bracket 7) upon which rests a plate c Two annular, sections or rings or, 3/, one 
having a yielding bottle-pad or ‘seat d. A upon the other,lembrace the centerlngbody . 
cylindrical bearing member 0 is supported part of the being engaged m groove - 
b its ?ange f resting onv the top ofthe 8', as shown in Fig. 2. They have toothed 

45 bracket, being penetrated by a stout pin or segments :0’, y_’ 6111';- with the two pm- 100 
shaft 9 which is supported by a head-block ions w, respectively. ’=--1.operat1ng the_gear 
h (Figs. 5 and 6) w "ch is'keyed on the up- ing constltutedby the pnnons, that 61s, by 
per end of said shaft; The lower end of the turning the pnnons in their it, will 
shaft has a?ixed thereto the ratchet a‘. - be apparent that the rings a, 3/ will _ moved 

50 - ,Journaled onmembereabovethe ratchetis rotatively relatively to each other mpppo- 105 
a crank j carrying a spring-pissed pivoted ' site directions-_ To hold the ‘ ' 1n the’ 
pawl k normally engaging the teeth of the position to ‘which they are adj‘l pro; '~ 
ratchet, I be' a linkwhereby from a. suit- yide clampmg screws 2 1... .~-=;_~..._--- dls 
ably oscilla crank m, the pawl is o'scil- tantly and penetrating freely the annular - 

55 lated. The rotary structm including shaft, part r but ed in the part 9 of the center- 11c 

20 
- tional view of the body part 

95 



J upper ends, they 
ing body member and having nuts 2' ontheir 

being arranged so as to 
‘ pass through the space 5 and thus be adapted 
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- radially therefrom 
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' bottles are entered 

the nuts to spring the outer 
circumferential portion of part 1' toward the 
?ange g3 and, clamp the two rings 2:, y be 
tween them. It will be observed that, when 
nuts 2’ are released, the screws t retain parts 
g, 1' fast, particularly so that 
working position of the pinions to ‘will not 
be disturbed. Q ‘ 
Each. ring a: y 

bottle supporting 

on tightening 

has projections forming 
devices and projecting 
in di?erent radii. The 

projections 2 on the" ring wand those 3 on 
ring 3/ are respectively extended, the former 
down and the 
of each projection z on ring :v, for example, 
is in the rotary path of the two projections 
3 on the other ring ?anking it. Thus the 
bottle, 
.against upsetting. The projections 3 are 
curved (their concave or bottle engaging 
sides) being faced in the direction of rota 
tion; the projections 2 have hinged spring 
?ngers or gates 4 at their free ends (5 ‘be: 
' housed in the pro- ' in‘ a s rin -pressed plu 
je§tionp2 aiid normally holding the gate; at 
a limit which the plug itself a?'ords—Figs. 
8 and %3—while allowing it to swing out 
wardly . ' By adjusting the rings at, y ro 
tatively, as described, the distance between 
each two projections 2, 3 can be altered to 
suit thev size of bottle being advanced. The 

pockets formed by the projections, and at 
the proper point in the rotation of the tur 
ret are drawn radially outward clear of the 
turret, the spring-?ngers d yielding to them. 
At equidistant points the ring g has a 

wiping blade 7 projecting in a chord of the 
circular path of the bottles, the same act 
ing to wipe oil‘ of the bottle seat 5. and out 
of the pockets formed by 
fragments of bottles which may become 
broken while they are being operated upon 
on said seat. 
Having thus fully described my inven 

tion, what I claim as new and desire to se 
cure by Letters Patent is:—' 

1. A rotary advancer including a center 
ing body member divided transversely of 
the axis of rotation of the advancer into two 
parts, separate sections arranged between 

said parts together 

the proper 4 

" other on the axis of rotation of 

latter. up, so that the extension 

which stands between each two pro? 
jections 2—.3, has ample lateral support ‘ 

downwardly 'into the. 

the projections A 

. of the support on 

1,809,935 

said parts and having “article-supporting de— 
vices in different radii, and means to draw 

to clamp said sections 
between them, one of said section's being ro 
tatably adjustable relatively to ‘ the other 
when unclamped. 60 

rotary advancer including two sec? ‘ 
tions having‘ article-supporting devices on 
each of them in di?erent radii, one of said 
sections being rotatable relatively‘ to the 

the advancer, and gearing to shift the rotatable section 
relatively to the other around said axis. 

3. A rotary advancer including a rotary 
centering body member, two sections ar 
ranged on said member, and having article 
supporting devices in different ‘radii and 
each being rotatable on said member around 
the axis of rotation of ‘the advancer, and 
gearing to adjust said‘sections. in opposite 
directions around said axis. 

4. A rotary advancer-including a center 
ing body member, two sections arranged 
on said member and having article-support 
ing devices in di?erent radii and ‘each be 
in rotatable on said member around the 
axle of rotation of the advahcer, and means 
to adjust saidsections in oppositevdirections 
around said am's including having 
oppositely rotating gear members respec 
tlvely engaging said sections. 
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5. A rotary advancer including a ,center- _ 
ing body member divided transversely of 
the axis of rotation of the advancer into two 
parts and having means to secure said parts 
together in f?xed relation to each other, said 
parts forming a groove extending around 
said am's, a structure having article-support 
ing devices and embracing and rotatably ad— 
justable on said member and engaged in 
the groove thereof, and means to draw the 
portions of said parts .at both sides of the 
groove into clamping relation to the part of 
said structure engaged in the groove. 

6. In combination, v with a ?at support 
for the bottles, a rotary ~bottle advancing 
turret arranged 

a vertical axis and havin 
peripheral bottle receiving pockets, and also 
having wipers projecting therefrom each in 
a ‘chord across the circular path of said 
pockets; ' ‘ 

In testimony whereof I a?x my signature; 

AMOS CALLESON. 
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